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ABSTRACT As a political scientist with expertise in human rights and the Balkans, I was
invited to provide critical commentary and analysis of Kosovo’s declaration of indepen-
dence in February 2008 for CNN International. I offered an analysis rooted in the under-
standing and interpretation of international law, foreign policy, and domestic politics of
Serbia and Kosovo. While I was not surprised that my analysis was not popular in Serbia—
after all, I did argue that the independence of Kosovo was legitimate—I was surprised at
the level of ethnic intensity and the broad-based hostile reaction to my CNN appearance
in Serbia. This article first documents the harassment campaign I experienced. I then
conduct textual analysis of the hate mail and online postings to offer insights about
ethnicity’s relation to identity, gender, and political analysis in the public sphere. I con-
clude by discussing how identities of researchers—as crafted by themselves and others—
help define analytical tools we use in scholarly inquiry.

International relations scholars often despair at the gap
between scholarly and policy work (Lepgold and Nincic
2001), and particularly the lack of comprehensive politi-
cal analysis of foreign affairs in the media, especially tele-
vision (Ignatieff 1999). In an attempt to contribute to a

more analytical approach to international affairs in the mass media
(and also because I thought it would be a fun thing to do!), I
agreed to provide critical analysis of the events leading to and
immediately following Kosovo’s declaration of independence in
February 2008 for CNN International. I sat in the CNN studio
next to the anchor and provided on-and-off analysis and commen-
tary of events as they were unfolding for about four and a half
hours of airtime.

My appearance was received very well at CNN and I was con-
sequently invited to do more interviews and analysis for CNN
and other networks. The reaction in Serbia and from Serbian ex-pat
communities, however, was hostile. I received more than 50 threat-
ening e-mail messages and phone calls, including a call to my
university’s legal-services department. Many Serbian bloggers
linked to the interview with extremely negative commentary. The
video clip and my e-mail and Web site information also found its
way onto a few Serbian online discussion forums, including a major
international white supremacist Web site—Stormfront (Serbian
chapter). Finally, the leading Serbian daily newspaper, Politika,

wrote a negative piece about me, flatteringly but inaccurately stat-
ing that I was “the centerpiece of CNN coverage of Kosovo’s inde-
pendence” and that I provided anti-Serbian commentary and
analysis. The online version of the newspaper then opened this
piece for readers’ comments, and close to a 100 readers posted
hostile messages about my performance, including threats to my
family and myself.

So, what brought about this wrath? What did I say? Respond-
ing to a CNN anchor’s question “what does this day [Kosovo dec-
laration of independence] mean,” I said:

This is an important day, this is an inevitable day, this day is long in
the making, ever since the NATO war of 1999 that followed a cam-
paign of ethnic cleansing by Serbs against ethnic Albanians. Kosovo
has been in a state of limbo ever since 1999 and the situation was
simply untenable domestically for Kosovo, for Serbia, and for the
international community. So we are at a place now where we
thought we would end in. What is important to emphasize is how
interesting it is that [Kosovo] Prime Minister Thaci made it so clear
that he wants Kosovo to be multiethnic; he made many references
to this future European vision, protection of minorities, protection
of the European spirit, which is really a very strong outreach both to
the ethnic Serbs who remain in Kosovo but also to Serbia proper . . .
There is a lot of domestic pressure in Serbia both on the prime min-
ister and on the president not to give in. But they are in a bit of a
bind here because if they continue with this hard-line stance of not
recognizing Kosovo independence, of cooling off diplomatic rela-
tions with all the countries that recognize it, Serbia will again
be isolated in the international community and its path toward
European integration will be jeopardized. So both Prime Minister
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Kostunica and President Tadic need to be very careful here about not
alienating European allies but also appeasing a very strong national-
ist sentiment in Serbia.1

This interview segment was placed on the cnn.com Web site,
and then copied onto aol.com andYouTube, where thousands more
saw it. The reaction from Serbia was quick and violent. Within
minutes of the segment airing, and then continuing on to the
next two weeks or so, I began receiving hostile and threatening
e-mail. The threats continued on Serbian blogs and online com-
munities. Some of the messages and online postings were purely
hateful and threatening in nature, a personally unpleasant expe-
rience shared and written about before by scholars (Valentine 1998;
Dear 2001). Nevertheless, a few interesting substantive themes
began to emerge that merit a deeper textual analysis of the corre-
spondence I received.

METHOD

As an international relations scholar working in the constructivist
tradition, I take language very seriously. I focus on discourse, on
how meaning is mediated through language, speech acts, and text

(Checkel 2004). I believe in the social effects of texts, in their abil-
ity to bring changes to our knowledge and our actions (Fairclough
2003), in the intrinsic connection between textual and social pro-
cesses (George 1994). To this end, I use textual analysis to empiri-
cally examine language practices to get at structures of meaning
that order and systematize knowledge (Milliken 1999). Method-
ologically, textual analysis is particularly well suited for uncover-
ing narrative themes and framing blocs. To get at a more robust
discursive structure, textual analysis should be based on as many
different texts by different authors who are presumed to be “autho-
rized speakers of a dominant discourse” (Milliken 1999, 233).

The textual analysis that follows is the systematic examina-
tion of 56 e-mail messages and more than a hundred Web post-
ings from 10 different blogs and online journals. Of the e-mail
messages I received, 51 were explicitly negative in tone, while five
were positive. Of the five positive messages, three were sent by
self-identified Albanians, and two by self-identified Serbs, both
of whom do not live in Serbia. Of the hundred or so Web postings,
the overwhelming majority was negative; I have identified a total
of three positive postings about my CNN appearance—all three
from my personal acquaintances. Almost all e-mail messages (7
of 56 were in English) were written in Serbian, as well as virtually
all of the Web postings.

I translated all messages and postings into English and read
them for coherence, narrative consistency, and intent. I first read

the data set to ascertain if there is a difference in the content of
messages sent directly to me and the Web postings intended for
other readers. To my surprise, I determined that the tone, charac-
ter, and message consistency did not differ significantly in the
two groups—what was said about me to third parties was also said
to me directly. I concluded that the two data sources could be
merged into one data set. I then began the qualitative textual anal-
ysis, which differs from its quantitative version in that it does not
produce coding categories, but instead extracts critical cases and
concepts for examination (Fursich and Lester 1996).

I began by first extracting the overarching “level one” concept
of the text data set. I identified as the underlying theme of the text
the relationship between the researcher’s ethnicity and analysis
(specifically, the relationship between my ethnic origin and the
“ethnic inappropriateness” of my analysis). I named the level-one
concept “ethnic identity.” I then read the data set again, to extract
“level two,” or sub-concepts. Multiple readings of the same mes-
sages identified the following level-two concepts: ethnic member-
ship, research motivation, ethnic responsibility, and gender/
sexuality. I then created themes that relate the level-one concept
to the level-two concepts. Clustering the text in such a thematic

way allows us to uncover areas where shared understandings
emerge. It is way for us to gather information about how people
conceptualize ethnic identity and what it means to them, insights
we can build on as we develop further theories about ethnicity
and its political use.

ETHNIC IDENTITY: IN AND OUT

“You have the most beautiful Serbian name . . . but unfortunately
that is the only Serbian thing you have.”

—E-mail message from M.D. February 17, 2008

Theories of ethnic identity have traditionally fallen into three major
camps—primordialist (Isaacs 1975; Shaw and Wong 1989), instru-
mentalist (Olzak and Nagel 1986; Haas 1993), and constructivist
(Weber 1976; Anderson 1991). And while the literature has been
steadily moving away from primordialist explanations of ethnic-
ity towards understanding ethnic behavior as being rationally used
for instrumental purposes (Kuran 1998), as an identity constructed
on behalf of the state for reasons of power and control (Marx 1998),
or used for nationalist political mobilization (Beissinger 2002),
empirical researchers often face a paradox: since people we study
viewethnicity inaprimordialway,whoareweasresearchestosuper-
impose constructivism onto our subjects (Gil-White 1999)?

The data I constructed from all the messages and postings
show that my correspondents clearly internalized ethnicity in a

The data I constructed from all the messages and postings show that my correspondents
clearly internalized ethnicity in a primordial fashion. The overwhelming theme in all the
comments I have received had to do with the issue of my ethnic identity, understood as
organic “roots” and shared common ancestry. The main complaint is as follows: how could I,
as a Serb, be critical of the Serbian position on Kosovo? As a Serb, I must understand the
importance of Kosovo for “our nation,” and should never support “the other side” on
international television.
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primordial fashion. The overwhelming theme in all the com-
ments I have received had to do with the issue of my ethnic iden-
tity, understood as organic “roots” and shared common ancestry.
The main complaint is as follows: how could I, as a Serb, be critical
of the Serbian position on Kosovo? As a Serb, I must understand
the importance of Kosovo for “our nation,” and should never sup-
port “the other side” on international television.

Furthermore, the language in which the messages were writ-
ten matters. While my CNN interview was in English without
subtitles, my correspondents wrote back in Serbian. This is sig-
nificant in two ways: practically, my correspondents assumed I
would read Serbian even though the only evidence of that would
be my name, which they construed to be of Serbian descent and
my accent, which indicated that I am not a native English speaker.
More importantly, however, writing in Serbian indicates that my
correspondents wanted to use a “private language,” a language
we could presumably share, but which no “outsider” speaks, to
threaten and insult me, instead of the “public language” of English,
in which my comments, my “ethnic betrayal” were initially made.
The choice of language then further reinforces the construction of
insider/outsider identities that my correspondents engaged in.

The fact that I provided political analysis that was incongru-
ent with the Serbian position on Kosovo (keeping the province at
all cost for reasons of territorial integrity, but also history, nation,
and tradition) perplexed the viewers who wrote me. Many of them
concluded that I, in fact, cannot be of Serbian origin:

“Maybe she is Croatian?”
“I sincerely hope that you are not of our ancestry but of Croatian

or some other one, although your name does not indicate as much . . .”
“I doubt she was born in Serbia.”
“I am curious if she is a citizen of Serbia.”
“Don’t you find it a bit odd that nowhere in your biography you

indicate your place of birth?”
“She is not a Serb, she is Croatian, a Catholic.”
“I am not sure if she is ours or Croatian, but her b******t de-

serves a medal.”
“Look at this stupid whore. I heard she is Jewish from Serbia, no

wonder she betrayed us. She would sell her mother for a handful of
dollars. Damned whore.”

However, what is even more interesting is that my correspon-
dents were ready to revoke my ethnicity, even to deconstruct my
identity because of my analysis of the Kosovo crisis:

“If I were you, I would be ashamed to ever again call myself a
Serb.”

“Aren’t you ashamed to write against the interests of your (prob-
ably former) people?”

“[This is] from the city that was never yours.”
“You have to thank them [Americans] for keeping you in their

valuable country, by washing away your ancestry.”
“If you no longer feel like a Serb, change your name, don’t em-

barrass us any longer.”
“Why isn’t such a person forbidden from entering our country;

her passport should be revoked. She should get Kosovo’s passport if
her country is not good enough for her.”

“She got hold of America, and maybe forgot to speak Serbian.”
“Does Serbia have smart and patriotic women? She should be

urgently sent to Kosovo, and there she should decide which side is
she on.”

“If you can’t stand beside and support what and who you are, you
might as well shoot yourself.”

“Do not bring shame on your name when you say ugly things
about Serbia. Change it! Then it will be easier for us in Serbia to
listen to a Jane or a Helen talk about Serbs and what they deserve.”

In other words, my “approval” of Kosovo independence makes
me no longer Serb. This move is interesting for a number of rea-
sons. First, it indicates that, even for primordialists, ethnicity is
more than thickness of blood. Ethnicity is determined not only by
ancestry, but by a totalizing ideology. It is not enough for ethnic
subjects to be of a shared group origin, but they need to share the
ethnic group’s political outlook as well to maintain their ethnic
identity. Departure from an ethnic worldview can strip one of eth-
nicity as easily as if it were a club membership. Second, if ethnic-
ity is something that can be revoked and deconstructed, then it
was not that sticky to begin with. What this implies is that the
primordial notion of ethnicity is much more elastic and all encom-
passing than our traditional understanding that revolves around
beliefs in shared origin and common lineage. In fact, it might be
more fruitful to conceive of a primordial view of ethnicity as much
more political than purely cultural.

ETHNIC IDENTITY AND RESEARCH MOTIVATION

In line with this more politicized primordial view of ethnicity, my
correspondents had a difficult time processing my apparent anti-
Serbian bias. So they offered some original ideas about why a
Serbian-born researcher would not support the Serbian cause:

“If somebody had told me that a Serb (or maybe you are not
Serb?) would say such horrible things on CNN only to advance your
career at a third-rate American university, I would not have believed
it. But I heard it myself, so I have to believe it.”

“Is it the consequence of the poor education you received in the
US, or your mixed marriage, or your work in quasi humanitarian
organizations?”

“Because she is a Serb, her reasons are probably jealousy and
personal revenge against a former boyfriend . . . who left her for a
more attractive Kosovo Serb. Maybe this is her five minutes and
revenge that she long dreamed of, the culmination of her malice and
damage that she can inflict on those who caused her pain.”

“You twisted the facts precisely to please the US government so
that they continue to lie to the American people.”

“She represents CIA activities in Serbia.”
“I know it is difficult to succeed as an immigrant, but one must

retain some pride and dignity.”
“You cannot be a professor at an American university if you

advance Serbian interests.”

Many writers assumed that I provided political analysis that
was anti-Serbian in exchange for monetary benefits:2

“Congratulations, you have sold your soul to the devil. Truly
curious, how you can sleep at night. You very well know that Kosovo
is our sacred land and that it cost us many lives through the centu-
ries. You feel that money is going to bring you happiness. It sure will
temporarily. However, everyone gets what they deserve and you will
as well.”

“We hope that you charged heftily for your appearance.”
“It is possible that the advantages of the American dream (house

in the suburbs, SUV, benefits) somewhat compensate for your lack
of conscience and morals.”
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“Did they grease you well?”
“You sold yourself for a fistful of dollars.”
“I would like to know what personal benefit you are reaping

from this, other than noticing that you are constantly being called
upon at CNN.”

“You sold yourself cheaply.”
“I guess you are proud for simply making a profit out of your

Serbian origin and becoming a CNN star in the right time.”
“Are you also paid by dirty money of Albanian mafia lobbyists?”

Some writers concluded that my analysis is the result of patho-
logical ethnic self-hatred, a phenomenon written about in the con-
text of Jewish dissent and Israeli politics (Finlay 2005):

“My first assumption was that this woman is an Albanian or
maybe Croatian with Serbian sounding name . . . It is more likely a
Serbian-born person with shallow intellect and an inferiority com-
plex called self-hatred, a well known psychologically induced intel-
lectual abnormality.”

“Why do you hate your people so much?”
“Why do you spew so much hatred against Serbs and Serbia?”
“Of all the people who are commenting on CNN about events in

Belgrade, do you have to be the most critical and most
condemning?”

“Just another garbage who makes a career out of spitting at her
own people.”

“I really do not understand what is the reason for her bitterness
against her own people.”

These messages provide many interesting starting points for
future research about ethnic identity. First, a primordial view of
ethnicity sees ethnic subjects as fully controlled, guided, defined,
and constrained by their ethnicity. There is no departure from
ethnicity, no exit from its confines. Allegiance to the ethnic group
is total, unquestionable, and complete. However, it is not just eth-
nic membership that is locked. Ethnicity is also political. Ethnic
subjects are expected to support, even promote politicization of
ethnicity, such as nationalist mobilization, entitlement, and eth-
nic “justice.” This instrumentalization of ethnicity then becomes
an intrinsic aspect of ethnic identity. If you are one of us, you
better be on message. Claims against specific ethnic policies
become inseparable from claims against the entire ethnic group
(my criticism of Serbian Kosovo policy equals my hatred of Serbs).
Because political claims are inalienable to ethnic identity, an eth-
nic subject’s departure from ethnic politics creates cognitive dis-
sonance; it seems impossible and nonsensical. This is why it is
necessary to invoke ulterior motives to justify “exit from ethnic-
ity,” to make it legible, understandable, and meaningful.

ETHNIC RESPONSIBILITY AND SHAME

Many of the correspondents were upset that I made what they
considered to be disparaging remarks against Serbia on foreign
soil. It is not only the content of what I said, but where I said it
that made it so unacceptable and offensive:

“Maybe we are a ‘difficult’ people, but the whole world does not
need to know that. I fight with my children too, but God forbid
somebody else says something bad about them.”

“If you did not have the courage to say something more and
deeper and analyze the situation more objectively, then you did not
have to embarrass us on CNN.”

“You must be aware that your statements further erode Serbia’s
reputation in the world. It is easier when a foreigner says something
like this and not someone whose name indicates they are from this
region.”

“Shame on you to say such things about Serbs on foreign
television.”

“Anti-Serbian statements of this (Belgrade born) author . . . are
demonstrating hatred towards her own people in front of an audi-
ence of millions. After all, it is CNN.”

“Even though I also disagreed on occasion with how Serbian
government solved problems and conflict, I NEVER, NEVER spoke
ill of the country I was born in, and I always defended it in front of
others. That is called loyalty, patriotism and principle, or maybe you
do not know the meaning of these words, you with your Ph.D.?”

“You should not have given such one-sided statements on CNN,
considering your last name, which indicates you are of Serbian
origin.”

So, my correspondents argued that my criticisms of Serbian
Kosovo policy contributed to Serbia’s further embarrassment and
decreasing international standing, that my statements amounted
to a form of international shaming. However, the issue of shame
was also directed at me, as the subject who should be ashamed of
herself:

“Aren’t you ashamed? Your poor child has a whore for a mother.”
“Your children will be ashamed of you one day.”
“Are you a Serb? Shame, shame.”
“It is shameful to use other’s misery to gain cheap points some-

where in the world.”
“It is shameful that someone who is a professor of political sci-

ence does not respect international law and is ready to violate it only
in the case of Serbia.”

“You bring shame on all of Serbia. But what goes around comes
around. B****!”

“Shame on you! I will remember your name, and I am sure so
will many others.”

“I know how difficult it is here in America to be a Serb, but it
would never cross my mind to say something like this. Shame, I am
here ashamed for her.”

“Who gives you the right to so absurdly insult the people you
belong to, the people who have been fighting for centuries against
many injustices, the people who are today in great despair? You
should be ashamed!”

Shaming, however, is not enough. Some of my correspondents
went a step further, charging that I, in fact, had committed trea-
son by legitimating Kosovo’s independence. The argument for
this accusation is that, since independence of Kosovo is against
Serbia’s constitution (in preparation for the final showdown over
the status of Kosovo, Serbia changed its constitution in Novem-
ber 2007 to claim Kosovo as an “inalienable part of Serbia”), pro-
claiming it legitimate is itself an unconstitutional act, equal to
treason.

“I would like to inform you that after your appearance on CNN,
the [Serbian] foreign ministry has opened criminal investigation
against you because of your open and clear violation of the Constitu-
tional Charter of the Republic of Serbia.”

“Shame on you to speak against your people on CNN. Traitor!”
“I am not sure which part of former Yugoslavia you come from,

but if you come from Serbia, you should know that you did some
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serious damage to your country. You are the worst kind of traitor I
ever saw and heard, much worse than the local people you talk so
badly about.”

“You are garbage, rotten traitor.”
“You are helping the hand that holds the knife aimed right at the

heart of our people.”

ETHNICITY, GENDER AND VIOLENCE

Some of the threatening e-mail was specifically sexual in
nature, which introduces a new, gendered dimension to this
correspondence:

“Obviously you have some serious problems. I guess because you
are fat and ugly, so you left Serbia because you couldn’t stand all
those Belgrade’s beautiful girls.”

“You are so ugly. Aren’t you ashamed of yourself, your child has a
whore for a mother.”

“Where are your roots from, you whore?”
“F*** your mother who raised you like that.”
“A frog-like whore . . . probably has not seen that thing in years

(maybe never) so is dealing with her issues in this way.”
“You whore, do you think you are safe here in America? F***

everyone in your family.”
“You are so ugly, you are so disgusting.”
“Have all Albanians f*** you!”
“You abnormal whore!”

The gendered messages attempted to sexualize me and my
political analysis. This serves two purposes: first, to dismiss me as
a whore, a prostitute who has sold her opinion for material ben-
efit and, second, to introduce a level of violence to the discourse.
While it is clear that I did not receive hate mail because I was a
woman, the nature of the comments was gendered and qualita-
tively different from correspondence male scholars received. For
example, a textual analysis of hate mail Michael Dear (2001)
received after the publication of his book identifies attacks on his
competency, politics, and writing style (un-American trash, eco-
freaky New Age naturalist, academic charlatanism, self-indulgent
pompous pontification, evangelical zealot, postmodern demen-
tia, quasi-colonial[ist]), but he is never called a whore or threat-
ened with rape. A male colleague who has written op-ed pieces in
a local newspaper about excesses of patriotism in the United States
after September 11, 2001, received an avalanche of hate mail that
questioned his competency, patriotism, morality, and national
pride. The difference in content, however, does not mean that
comments to men were not gendered; instead the construction of
gender was different. Sunera Thobani analyzed the hate mail she
had received after publicly arguing against the U.S. military inter-
vention in Afghanistan and noted that her correspondents con-
structed her as an “angry lunatic woman of color,” a “woman with
a chip on her shoulder” (Thobani 2003). So, female researchers
are assaulted on the basis of what “makes them women”—not
competence or expertise—but gender, sexuality, appearance, and
emotions (hate, anger, lunacy). Men, on the other hand, are
attacked for what “makes them men”—competence, knowledge,
and politics.

Much research has been done on the relationship between
nationalism, masculinity, and violence (Yuval-Davis 1997), espe-
cially in the former Yugoslavia (Wilmer 2002). To the extent that
my so-called anti-Serbian/pro-Kosovo analysis was perceived
threatening to the Serbian national cause, the violence became

transferred to the dimension of gender. For Serbian nationalists,
it is offensive to hear commentary deemed unsupportive of Serbs
and their cause. That the commentary comes from a woman is
that much more upsetting and demeaning for nationalist mascu-
linity. My identity as a (Serbian) mother and (Serbian) daughter
is very important.3 In Serbian nationalist discourse, Serbian
women have an obligation to create and nurture strong and “good”
Serbs (Shiffman, Skrabalo, and Subotic 2002). When a woman
becomes the source of national betrayal, it is not just one person
betraying Serbia, but a whole lineage. My correspondents, then,
become outraged that as a mother, a “bearer” of Serbian identity,
I choose to offend or even disavow that identity. At the same time,
they behave paternalistically, scolding me as a wayward daughter
for having the audacity to disrespect the nation I belong to.4

Finally, I also received the straightforward threatening hate
mail:

“Do you know that you invited the wrath of the Serbian people
worldwide, that you will never be able to walk the streets without
looking behind your shoulder? This is not a threat, I am just asking
why did you need to spit on Serbs and Serbia like that?”

“Don’t go out on the street.”
“After such statements you should watch your head so that

somebody doesn’t kill you.”
“If someone knows if her roots are in this region, let me know, I

would love to cut the throats of all her close and distant relatives.”
“Somebody says ‘kill the sh**.’ You deserve it.”
“May you and your family slowly decompose from cancer.”
“All criminals return, sooner or later, to the scene of the crime.

And when she returns, she should be welcomed the way she
deserves.”

CONCLUSION

This experience has been instructive in many different ways.
Personally, my brief stint at CNN and its harassing aftermath

taught me that for me at least, there may not be an escape hatch
from ethnicity! Try as I might to de-ethnify myself, to cloak myself
in the robes of an academic scholar, ethnicity comes back to define
both me and my work. While I may assume that scholarship pro-
vides the neutrality, objectivity, and standing that would over-
come ethnicity—it does not. Using your ethnicity as an analytical
tool has its advantages, but it is also a powerful weapon that can
be used against you.

However, I want to be careful not to essentialize about essen-
tializing. I am obviously not making a generalizable claim about
Serbian identity based on this experience. Since my data set is
clearly not a random-sample design, the purpose of this article
was not to draw sweeping conclusions about Serbian political
culture. Having said that, this experience can open up new pos-
sibilities for research on ethnic identity and many aspects it
encompasses—political, national, international, and even sexual.
It also opened up space for inquiry into the relationship between
ethnicity and political research. The many correspondents who
attempted to revoke my ethnicity because of my ethnic “disloy-
alty” also attempted to exclude me from the discipline and prac-
tice of political science. For my correspondents, my ethnic identity
should trump my research, analysis, and political opinion; it
should invalidate my scholarly work, which should be judged
primarily by my ethnicity. This attempt at exclusion is an inter-
esting avenue for further research on the relationship between
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scholars and the subjects we study and the power relations that
inevitably develop between them in the course of scholarly inquiry.
If we understand identities as multiple, conflated, and con-
stantly in the process of creation and recreation by ourselves and
others (Kondo 1990), then we need to look more systematically
at how researchers’ identities—as perceived by their informants
and their critics—define the analytical tools and barriers to
research.

Finally, this episode has stressed both the perils and opportu-
nities of presenting political research in the public sphere. While
offering scholarly political analysis in the media and bridging the
scholar/practitioner divide are all public goods, these moves come
at some professional cost. The nature of mass media requires sim-
plification, summation, and even de-contextualization. While my
CNN analysis was, I hope, pithy and condensed, it is difficult to
gauge its actual contribution to the production of knowledge. How-
ever, even with these personal and professional difficulties, I am
convinced more than ever that as scholars, we have a responsibil-
ity and obligation to speak out on politically controversial issues
and expand our analysis into the public arena. We should use
these opportunities as teachable moments—both to present our
work to the people who are affected by it, and to learn from peo-
ple we study about what political facts mean to them and how
they guide their actions. �
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